The Milstein collection is distributed over reading rooms on three floors.

If you have any difficulties locating books within this collection, ask at the Butler Circulation desk on the 3rd floor

Butler Reserves and Media Collection 3rd floor Circulation desk

---

**Call Number Guide**

A – BL ..............................................................202
BM – DJK ..........................................................209
DK – DT 958 .......................................................210
DT 962 – E 748.M .............................2M11A (210 Mezzanine)
E 748.N – GV ..................................................303
H – HF 1418 ...................................................303A
HF 1419 – HZ ..................................................3M04 (303A Mezzanine)
J – ZA ............................................................403

Milstein Oversize..............................................209
Milstein Study Collection ..........................209
FLI Partnership Lending Library ..................406A
Graphic Novels ............................................406,409